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Jayber #3 - Chapters 14-21 

Reading Questions  

The following reading questions will help you notice important aspects of your reading.  The 
application questions will help you connect your reading to your own life.  But don’t let them get 
in the way of actually reading!  If you don’t have time to write out your answers, just answer 
them in your head and let them guide your reading. 

Remember:  the more you put into this, the more you’ll get out of it! 

Chapter 14 - For Better, for Worse 

1. Why is Cecilia Overlord an enemy of Port William?  What does this indicate about her 

character? 

2. What does Cecilia think of her husband, Roy?  How does Roy respond to her disappointment? 

3. Why is Cecilia an enemy of Jayber Crow? 

Chapter 15 - The Beautiful Shore 

4. Why does Uncle Stanley retire from his duties as gravedigger and church janitor?  Why does 

Jayber take on these duties? 

5. What puzzles Jayber about the religion of Port William? 
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6. What vision does Jayber have at the end of this chapter?  What does this vision mean? 

Chapter 16 - Rose of San Antoine 

7. What does Jayber call his car?  How does he feel about the car after he’s had it for a while? 

8. Why is Jayber lonesome?  What solution to loneliness does his car offer him? 

9. How does Jayber describe Clydie?  How does he ultimately feel about Clydie? 

Application for Chs. 14-16:  These chapters show us how Jayber’s love for community and desire 

for intimacy continue to grow.  How does Jayber differ in this way from Cecilia Overlord?  What 

characters from our first two books remind you of Cecilia?  Do you tend to be more like Jayber 

Crow or Cecilia Overlord in your attitude and actions toward your community? 
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Chapter 17 - Forsaking All Others 

1. How does Jayber characterize Troy Chatham in this chapter?  How does Troy’s character affect 

the way he farms? 

2. Describe Athey Keith’s method of farming.  How does it differ from Troy’s work ethic? 

3. What disturbing similarity does Jayber realize he has with Troy Chatham? 

Chapter 18 - Untold 

4. How are Mattie’s loves divided after she marries Troy?  How does Jayber characterize Mattie 

in this chapter? 

5. What is the “most deciding event” of Jayber Crow’s life?  How does Jayber’s love for Mattie 

lead to self-deception?  What allows Jayber to see through his self-deception? 

6. What tragic accident ends this chapter?  Why does Jayber include this event at the end of a 

chapter that tells of the progress of his love for Mattie? 
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Chapter 19 - A Gathering 

7. What does Mat Feltner do every fall?  Why does Jayber try to be at the graveyard when Mat is 

there? 

8. What is Jayber’s second vision?  Why does Jayber call Port William a “membership”? 

9. What does Jayber mean when he tells Mattie, “You can’t stay here”?  How is this action part of 

Jayber’s “calling in this world”? 

Application for Chs. 17-19:  At the end of chapter 16, Jayber begins a physical relationship with 

Clydie because he thinks he needs romantic intimacy to be complete.  What does Jayber learn 

about love and community in chapters 17-19?  How does Liddie’s death help Jayber learn these 

lessons?  Have you learned these lessons?  If so, how did you learn them? 
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Chapter 20 - How It Held Together Partly 

1. How has Jayber failed toward Cecilia Overlord and Troy Chatham?  How is disliking an 

unlikeable person still a moral failure? 

2. Why do Athey and Della move to a smaller place?  What do they do to the place? 

3. What daily habit does Athey begin after he moves?  Why is Jayber glad for this habit? 

Chapter 21 - Don’t Send a Boy to Do a Man’s Work 

4. What is odd about the way Athey Keith tells a story? 

5. Why does Jayber include this very long story here? 

6. What is the meaning of this chapter’s title? 

Application for Chs. 20-21:  In chapter 20, Jayber says, “for better or worse our lives are woven 

together here, one with one another and with the place and all the living things” (210).  Jayber sees 

what obligations this vision of community places on him, yet he fails to fulfill these obligations 
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toward Cecilia and Troy.  How do you fail to live up to this vision of community?  Whom have you 

failed to love?  Why?
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